AMS COUNCIL BOARDROOM SOFTWARE
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS & PROCESS
INTRODUCTION

- COMPREHENSIVE BOARDROOM SOFTWARE PLATFORM TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY OF COUNCIL.

- NEWLY INSTALLED A/V EQUIPMENT FOR THE NEW COUNCIL CHAMBERS IN THE AMS STUDENT NEST.

- SEEKING CONSULTATION, DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, PERSONNEL TRAINING, AND ONGOING TROUBLESHOOTING.

- CURRENT SOFTWARE/HARDWARE SOLUTION DOES NOT MEET THE NEEDS OF AMS COUNCIL.
WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

- Develop or modify a software solution that meets requirements.
- Physical and remote training of executives, councillors, and support staff for implementation in 2015/16 with written user guide.
- Troubleshooting support for software lifespan & until any issues with the software have been resolved.
- A company that is willing to be flexible, is experienced, is time-efficient, and committed to delivering a viable product.
WHAT FEATURES?

APP & WEB-BASED PLATFORM
- Accessible on all major desktop and mobile operating systems
- Clean, user-friendly design.

FULL SUITE OF VOTING ABILITIES
- 3 Movers,
- Elections & Appointments,
- Tie Resolution,
- Private & Public Voting,
- Portable records, etc.

DEBATE FEATURES
- Speaker's list creation & population,
- Countdown timer that works with existing mic hardware,
- Videoconferencing

MEETING MATERIALS
- Office compatible
- Embedded PDF viewer
- Net browser
- AV playback
- Presentation w/ presenter view etc.

MISCELLANEOUS
- Forum/Private messaging
- Written question submission in debate
BUDGET

- MUST NOT EXCEED $20,000 PER ANNUM INCLUSIVE OF ALL TAXES, DISBURSEMENTS, AND CONTINGENCIES.

- TERMS AND TIMELINES FOR PAYMENT WILL BE NEGOTIATED IN CONTRACT FOR SERVICES.

- RECEIPT OF WRITTEN INVOICES FOR GOODS AND SERVICES RECEIVED WILL BE REQUIRED.

- FUNDS WILL BE DRAWN FROM AMS CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND (BALANCE IS $1.9MILLION).
TIMELINE

RELEASE RFP: 20 AUG 2015

DEADLINE FOR WRITTEN QUESTIONS: 27 AUG 2015

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION DEADLINE: 31 AUG 2015

REVIEW AND SELECTION OF CONSULTANT: 9 SEP 2015
PROPOSAL FORMAT

COVER LETTER WITH OUTLINED SPECIFICATIONS DESCRIBED IN THE RFP.

PROPOSED PROJECT PLAN.

COMPOSITION AND INFORMATION OF THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS.

INNOVATIVE IDEAS, SUGGESTIONS, IMPROVEMENTS, ETC.

ALL COSTS AND CHARGES QUOTED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS.
CONSULTATION SESSIONS

- FRIDAY JULY 31\textsuperscript{ST} 2:00 – 3:00 PM NEST RM 3511

- MONDAY AUGUST 10\textsuperscript{TH} 11:00 AM – 12:00 PM NEST RM 3511
QUESTIONS?